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Practical Problem Based Learning in Computing Education

Michael J. O’Grady, University College Dublin

Computer Science (CS) is a relatively new discipline and how best to introduce it to new students remains an open question. Likewise, the identification of appropriate instructional strategies for the diverse topics that constitute the average curriculum remains open to debate. One approach considered by a number of practitioners in CS education involves Problem Based Learning (PBL), a radical departure from the conventional lecturing format. PBL has been adopted in other domains with success, but whether these positive experiences will be replicated in CS remains to be seen. In this paper, a systematic review of PBL initiatives in undergraduate and postgraduate CS is presented from a Computing Education Research (CER) perspective. This includes analyses of a range of practical didactic issues, including the degree to which PBL has been systematically evaluated, practical problem description in the literature, as well as a survey of topics for which a PBL approach has been adopted.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: K.3.2 [Computer and Education]: Computer and Information Science Education—Computer Science Education

General Terms: Human Factors

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Problem-Based Learning (PBL), Computing Education Research (CER)

1. INTRODUCTION

Practitioners in Computer Science (CS) education face many of the same issues as their peers in other disciplines. These include how best to enable deep learning in the subject matter, as well as standard issues such as retention rate and so on. CS is a very young discipline relatively speaking, only coming into university establishments in the last fifty years. Thus the subject matter remains quite dynamic in many respects. More importantly, there is an ongoing debate concerning the core nature of CS and computing [Müller 2008; Denning 2005]. This issue of definition is aggravated by the interdisciplinary nature of CS, and its need to respond to ongoing technical developments, which have been remarkable in the last few decades, and continue unabated. All of this combines to raise particular difficulties for CS education practitioners who must accommodate the notions of CS as a discipline in its own right, as well as manage the needs of other constituencies who may have a different perspective, for example, one that may regard computing as tool for aiding in the fulfilment of a multiplicity of purposes.

As with many disciplines, those charged with computing education have acted primarily as knowledge transmitters. However, this method of instruction, though essential in some instances, is perceived as limited in that it does not promote higher order thinking and advanced reasoning skills amongst others. Both skills are essential for students seeking to make careers in the computing industry. However, how to do this in CS courses remains an open question; thus many CS education practitioners have explored alternative approaches to course delivery. For example, Project-Based Learning [Krajcik and Blumenfeld 2006] and Inquiry Based Learning [Edelson et al. 1999] are just two approaches that have been considered. For the purposes of this discussion, Problem Based Learning (PBL) is considered in the context of CS undergraduate and postgraduate education. PBL has been adopted successfully in medical education and its potential in other disciplines is being actively explored. Indeed, Ellis et al. [1998] consider that the CS discipline lends itself to the PBL approach as it is for the most part problem driven. Furthermore, the project group is the dominant modus operandi of the computer industry - an industry that is highly dynamic, making lifelong learning a necessity. Since the inception of PBL, a number of CS educators have explored its potential by designing and delivering individual modules around this format, and published their experiences.
In this paper, an analysis of the existing literature in PBL CS education is provided. This complements and extends an earlier review described by Beaumont et al. [2004]. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a brief introduction to PBL. The methodology followed for this review is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the results of the analyses in a number of didactic dimensions, after which the paper is concluded.

2. REVIEW OF PROBLEM BASED LEARNING

Problem-Based Learning (PBL) [Dolmans et al. 2005; Boud and Feletti 1997] is an instructional approach that makes the student the focus of the learning process, seeking to empower them such that they take responsibility themselves for their own learning. This differs from the traditional approach where the lecturer or instructor, acting as a transmitter of knowledge, drives the learning process. PBL is grounded in the philosophy of John Dewey who believed that learning is based on discovery and that it is guided by mentoring rather than the transmission of knowledge. In this way the curiosity of the learner is aroused, resulting in them questioning, critically thinking about problems, and, hopefully, creatively solving problems.

PBL has its origins in medical education and was first implemented at McMaster University in the 1960s. It was recognized by Barrows [1996] that a combination of hypothetical-deductive reasoning augmented with specific knowledge in a range of domains was essential to the diagnostic process. The traditional lecture approach isolated most of the relevant content from its context or its clinical application. PBL was seen as a remedy to this deficiency. In the intervening years, PBL has been widely implemented by many medical faculties, and is gaining momentum in other domains such as business and engineering. It must be stated unequivocally that there are a number of interpretations of PBL amongst its practitioners and that as yet, a consensus has not emerged. Indeed, a rigorous definition may never emerge as PBL methodologies may need to be modified according to the characteristics of the learning domain in question.

In practice, following the methodology outlined by Barrett [2005], students are presented with a problem. In small groups, this problem is discussed and refined, resulting in students identifying what it is that they need to know to solve this problem. Outside of the tutorial, students engage in independent study on the learning issues. They then report back on what they have learnt, share information, debate and argue if need be, and come to a consensus about a solution to the problem. Depending on the scale of the problem, and whether the lecturer is adopting an approach of full or partial problem disclosure, this cycle may be repetitive. Ultimately, students review what it is that they have learnt, engaging in a process of self, peer and tutor review.

Finally, it is instructive to reflect on the effectiveness of PBL. The wide-spread implementation of PBL in medical schools suggest faculty view it as a positive development. For example, Tiwari et al. [2006] in a study of undergraduate nursing students identified significant differences in students’ disposition to critical thinking with those exposed to PBL showing a higher score that those who attended a traditional lecture format. In a meta-analysis of studies conducted between 1976 and 2007, Walker and Leary [2009] claimed that on standardized tests of basic concepts, PBL can hold its own in comparison with lecture-based approaches. Furthermore their study found that when assessments measured application of knowledge and principles, the results clearly favoured PBL, a conclusion also reached by Strobel and van Barneveld [2009]. However some PBL researchers have observed that empirical evidence supporting the superiority of PBL over traditional approaches is almost non-existent and that due caution should be exercised [Sanson-Fisher and Lynagh 2005; Carrero et al. 2007]. Kirschner et al. [2006] claim that minimal guidance during instruction does not work, concluding that PBL and other constructivist approaches do not take the human cognitive architecture into consideration. Schmidt et al. [2007] take issue with this, agreeing that novices are a particular case in point, but that the use of PBL is not
equivalent with minimally guided instruction. This debate will undoubtedly continue. For the purposes of this discussion, the observation of Boud and Feletti [1997] that “it is rarely possible to translate a given approach from one context to another without considerable modification” is noted; whether the success of PBL in other disciplines can be replicated in CS remains to be seen.

3. REVIEW METHODOLOGY

The overall objective of this study is to investigate how PBL is being harnessed in curricula oriented towards the teaching of CS. Keeping in mind that in the ACM Computing Curricula [ACM 2005], CS is perceived as one sub-discipline, along with Computer Engineering, Information Systems, Information Technology and Software Engineering, there are a wide variety of courses that could be perceived as common to each sub-discipline. While acknowledging the distinction, in practice, many course modules are being developed that could be seamlessly integrated into a course in each of these sub-disciplines. Thus any PBL case study that contributes to any of these sub-disciplines is of interest. The domain is undergraduate and postgraduate curricula. Professional and adult education courses, as well as K-12, are outside the scope of this study.

3.1. Methodology Specification

A number of categorisation methodologies for Computing Education Research (CER) have been documented in the literature, for example, see Joy et al. [2009]. These seek to identify a range of characteristics of the published research that would serve as suitable criteria for categorisation or taxonomic purposes. This is a subjective process, and additional dimensions could be required, according to the requirements of the research agenda in question. Thus, a generic categorisation methodology that meets the needs of all research constituencies does not exist, as of now. In the meantime, a variety of schemes have been proposed, amended and adopted.

Fincher and Petre [2004] identified 10 research area categories in computer science education research. Vessey et al. [2005] proposed a unified classification scheme for computing research that incorporates 5 dimensions - topic, research approach, research method, unit/level of analysis and reference discipline. Simon [2007] proposes four dimensions: topic, context, nature and scope. Sheard et al. [2009] used five criteria for classifying research - type of research, data gathering techniques, analysis techniques, aims of the research & research outcomes.

Recently, the didactic triangle [Kansanen and Meri 1999] has been considered as a basis for CER. Berglund and Lister [2010] have harnessed this construct as a basis of analysing the teaching and learning of programming. Kinnunen et al. [2010] have defined a methodology based on the didactic triangle but augmented with two additional levels. The basic triangle - a triad of teacher-content-student, represents the course perspective. The second level represents the perspective of an organisation while the third level represents that of the society. The net result is a three-layered didactic structure where the nodes co-exist and interact, giving rise to eight classification categories. This classification scheme supports meta analyses of published research, and, according to the authors, seeks to identify missing types of research.

Any of the schemes described here provides a basis for an analysis of the PBL literature in the CS domain. However, how any approach in of itself explicitly support the extraction of details pertaining to practice is open to question. It is not the intention here to develop a new methodology that specifically addresses the needs of this survey. Thus it is proposed to adopt a two stage approach.

(1) In the first instance, all papers will be categorised using the approach proposed by Kinnunen et al. [2010]. This offers an intuitive classification scheme that incorporates
the key actors (students, teachers and so on) as well as the content and objectives of educational programmes and their interrelationships.

(2) Secondly, a number of additional questions will be formulated that seek to identify what motivated the adoption of PBL and how the success or otherwise of the initiative was quantified. Given the importance of problems, are any of the problems used in the case studies documented and discussed. Finally, where in the CS curriculum is PBL being harnessed.

Formally, the four additional questions being addressed in this analysis are as follows:

(1) What has motivated the adoption of PBL?
What factors have influenced lecturers to adopt PBL? For example, was there a institutional or departmental policy? or was it an initiative on behalf of the lecturer who was dissatisfied with traditional teaching methods and believed students would respond better to a different approach?

(2) Has PBL been systematically evaluated in CS courses?
Has there been any efforts made to evaluate the effectiveness of PBL in comparison to other approaches? Rather than a generic questionnaire canvassing students’ opinions on select aspects of an arbitrary course, has there been some effort made to ascertain what aspects of the PBL process were successful or otherwise?

(3) Are the problems used in PBL courses documented?
Suitably scoped problems are essential to PBL, and will not be found in typical course textbooks. What the key features of such problems might be has been explored, for example Duch [2001] and Weiss [2003] suggest a number of desirable characteristics. For those new to PBL, examples of problems that have been applied in the classroom would inform their own problem design efforts. Likewise, experienced practitioners may find a reflection on practitioners’ experiences with documented problems instructive.

(4) Where in the CS curriculum has PBL been harnessed?
This addresses the practical question of what levels has PBL been harnessed in a typical computing curriculum and what topics have been presented through PBL.

3.2. Research Paper Selection & Refinement

In the first instance, a number of relevant journals were identified and their online repositories searched. Secondly, a number of digital libraries were searched including those of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE). Finally, Academic Search Premier was queried. Generic searches using appropriate combinations (including spelling variations) of the terms "Problem Based Learning" and "computing" or "software" resulting in a significant number of potentially relevant publications being returned. To make this process more manageable, only those publications that had some combination of these search terms in the title, abstract or keywords were considered. The acronym PBL was not used as this returned a significant quantity of papers on Project Based Learning. The abstract was read initially to determine the degree to which the paper was concerned with the practice of PBL. Only papers whose content was influenced by practice were retained. The text and references of all these papers were examined, leading to the identification of additional studies which were subsequently found in Google Scholar. Finally, a number of colleagues provided references to papers that they considered relevant. For this study, the cut-off date was November 2011.

Ultimately, 107 publications that merited a more detailed analysis were identified. Of these, 44 were rejected for a variety of reasons. Some proposed modified PBL practices; others were courses that were in preparation but had not been delivered in practice. A number of authors described blended learning approaches with PBL being just one contributory approach. Papers that did not make reference to the PBL literature were also excluded - using problems to aid learning is not the same as adopting a PBL approach.
Where a number of case studies referred to the same course over a number of years, the most recent treatment was analysed as this tended to be the most relevant. Studies that were not part of a broad computing curriculum were excluded. In some instances, the classic 7 step model for PBL [Schmidt 1983] was not fully adopted due to a variety of constraints. However, this did not serve as justification for excluding a study. Finally, 63 papers were selected for inclusion in this study. Figure 1 illustrates the spread of these papers by date of publication. Papers appeared in print from the mid-1990s onwards. While the number increased in the last decade, it is too early to say if there is trend that might indicate whether PBL will flourish in CS education, or otherwise.

4. ANALYSIS

All papers were initially categorized using the scheme proposed by Kinnunen et al. [2010]. Each was then further scrutinized to ascertain how PBL was adopted in practice, thus providing answers to the additional research questions outlined in Section 3.1.

4.1. Categorization of PBL Publications

The results of the categorization may be seen in Table I. While all papers have been assigned a primary category, it sometimes occurs that a paper may have a strong claim for inclusion in another category. Four such papers were identified and these are indicated in parenthesis. Overall, it can be seen that all bar four of the publications were focused at the course level.

To elucidate further on the classification process: many studies focused on the issue of pedagogy. In many cases, where authors reported on course design, augmented with some brief observations or anecdotal comments concerning either their own experience or that of their students, for example Fabiani [2009] and Matzko and Davis [2008], such studies were classified under Category 7.3, the pedagogical activities of teachers. Other studies considered the issue of pedagogy but proceeded to provide a more in-depth analysis of the results, for example, those studies by Qiu and Chen [2010], Pereira et al. [2010], and Wang et al. [2010]. Such studies were classified as Category 8 which focuses on how students relate to pedagogical actions. Indeed, two studies in this category, those of Hämäläinen [2004] and Clarke et al. [2005], compared the outcomes of both the traditional and PBL approach.
across a number of dimensions. Richardson and Delaney [2010] describe a PBL case study and proceed to provide a detailed reflection on their experience; this study is classified as Category 7.1, as it primarily reports on their conceptions of students’ experiences. Mitchell and Delaney [2004] focuses on the issue of assessment to determine learning outcomes; this study is classified as Category 6, the relation of the teacher to the goals of the instructional process. All of these studies are placed at the course level.

Table I. Studies classified according to their primary didactic focus, and secondary focus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Course Level</th>
<th>Organization Level</th>
<th>Society Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Goals &amp; content</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Student(s)/community of students/citizens</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Teacher(s)/organization/society</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Student(s)/community of students/citizen - teachers/organization/society</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1 Students: understanding of and attitude about goals and content</td>
<td>- (1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2 Students: actions of students</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3 Students: results of students’ actions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Teacher(s)/organization/society - goals and content</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1 Teacher’s conceptions of student’s understanding of goals/content</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2 Teacher’s conceptions of students’ actions towards achieving goals</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.3 Teacher’s pedagogical activities</td>
<td>20(2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Student(s)/community of students/citizens - teacher(s)/organization(s)/society’s pedagogical means to enhance learning</td>
<td>24(1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three studies were placed at the organizational level. Fee and Holland-Minkley [2010] consider PBL across the entire curriculum of their school whereas Gibson [2009] considers how the teaching of formal methods can be integrated across a curriculum. Bunch [2009] presents the design of a curriculum for a four year degree in Web development. The study described by Hogan and Thomas [2005] is of particular interest in that it is primarily motivated to equip students with those soft skills that they will need to progress in their working lives, in this case, to work as professional software engineers. Thus the study is placed at the society level.

Most of the studies cluster around two aspects - pedagogical interventions and students’ reactions to these innovations. Teachers’ perceptions and experiences of the PBL process and students’ experiences were also documented. However, no systematic studies focusing exclusively on teachers’ or organisations’ views were found. Likewise, no study explored students’ perception of their lecturers or facilitators in the PBL process. Studies of students actual engagement with the PBL process remains an open area for research in CS contexts. Likewise, issues pertaining to the overall objectives or goals of a CS PBL course, and the degree to which these were met, both from a CS learning outcomes perspective, but particularly in terms of those student attributes, for example, initiative, that PBL promises
to engender, remain to be addressed. Attitudes and experiences of teaching faculties as a
group, and the perceptions of management, remains to be seen.

Given the relative newness of PBL and the dynamic nature of the computing technology
with its inherent effects on computing curricula, the emphasis on the course level is under-
standable. From an organization level perspective, it would be useful to see some studies
exploring the pertinent aspects of students’ and teachers’ experience in curricular where
PBL is the norm. At the society level, it would be useful to ascertain how students who
have completed their computing studies through PBL are perceived by key stakeholders
including employers and research supervisors.

4.2. What has motivated the adoption of PBL?
Motivation for introducing PBL can be considered under two headings: who inspired the
adoption of PBL in an arbitrary institution? and what motivated this? Disappointingly, a
significant number of authors did not explicitly address these issues (Figure 2). Of those that
did, the lecturer was found to be the dominant driving force for introducing PBL, followed
by faculty (19%) and the institution (10%). The reasons for the introduction of PBL were
mainly pedagogical (27%) and included enabling student-centered learning, encouraging
students to learn by doing, and to foster independence, amongst others. The other dominant
reason was the perception that PBL would aid students acquire skills that would serve them
better in the workplace (25%). Finally, certain courses had been experiencing difficulties
over a period of time, for example, poor grades and high dropout rates. In these cases (16%),
it was hoped that the introduction of PBL would help address these difficulties. All authors
reported that this was indeed the case. Some used exam results and student evidence as
evidence; however, in many cases, it was anecdotal.

4.3. Has PBL been systematically evaluated in CS courses?
It is good practice to acquire feedback on all aspects of a course, and practically all institu-
tions demand this. Thus all research papers reported feedback to varying degrees. As far as
could be ascertained, many of the instruments used were those approved by the institution
in question. This would have had the advantage of continuity, enabling comparison along
a consistent range of dimensions, including final grades. However, this does nothing to iso-
late factors that might have influenced student perceptions and experiences of PBL, either
positively or negatively. Indeed, only 37% of the studies reported on attempts to systematically evaluate the PBL approach. While feedback tends to be positive, it is invariably mixed as expected. Some students respond and flourish with PBL; others prefer a familiar didactic approach. In most cases, however, this represented a student’s first exposure to a PBL environment. In many cases, it was also the instructor’s first attempt at delivering a PBL course. In combination, this would increase the probability of a student’s experience being a negative one.

It is concluded that a more systematic approach to the evaluation of the PBL approach in computing courses is required. This would fulfil two functions. In the first instance, it would address the major question as to whether PBL is a particularly apt paradigm for the teaching of computing in general. Secondly, it would enable greater insights into its applicability in a sub-discipline or individual topics, for example, software engineering.

4.4. Were the problems used in PBL courses documented?

Only 19% of the papers included some sample problems and discussed some of the issues in their design and implementation. While disappointing, it must be acknowledged that space limitations in printed proceedings may be a factor here; nevertheless, alternative methods of presenting individual problems must be identified, possibly using supplements or appendices accessible via appropriate digital repositories.

Good problems are a prerequisite to successful PBL. Constructing such problems is time-consuming and a non-trivial task, demanding significant reflection on the part of the PBL practitioner, and can only be validated in the class room. Experience can make this process easier; however, for those new to PBL, defining suitable scoped problems can be a daunting task. Thus the availability of sample problems, illuminated with some of the factors influencing their design, would be an invaluable resource.

4.5. At what levels has PBL been harnessed?

PBL has been adopted at all stages throughout computing undergraduate and postgraduate curricula (Table II). Over 37% of the described case studies involve first year students. In other levels, the adoption of PBL is far lower. It might be expected that at postgraduate level, the use of PBL would be greater, given the relative maturity of the students; however, this does not seem to be the case.

Why PBL dominates at Level 1 may be guessed at. Keeping in mind the motivations for adopting PBL discussed in Section 4.2, in the case of Level 1, studies specified performance issues, pedagogy and acquiring a better skill sets. It is likely that at the other levels, similar factors contributed. A further explanation may be that as students are making the significant transition from high school education to university, this may be perceived as a favourable opportunity to change their mindset about what university education is about, and expose them to alternative approaches to learning.

4.6. What topics are being covered by a PBL approach?

PBL has been harnessed to teach a variety of topics pertinent to the average computing curriculum. Software engineering and programming courses have been the most popular; however, a range of other topics including some that may be viewed as abstract in nature have been covered via PBL. If the ACM Computer Science Curriculum [ACM 2008] is perceived as archetypical, 10 of the 14 specified knowledge areas have been addressed to some degree. Whether these are covered to the required depth and breadth is open to question. The four outstanding knowledge areas where the harnessing of PBL is still outstanding includes Computational Science, Social and Professional Issues, Information Management and Graphics & Visual Computing.
5. CONCLUSION

The penetration of PBL into the average computing curricula is shallow. In many cases, faculty members are working in isolation, and face the formidable challenge of introducing PBL into curricula that remain essentially didactic. In some cases, it is a measure of last resort in an effort to improve retention or improve performance. Nevertheless, lecturers’ and students’ experiences are broadly positive. It is probable that the adoption of PBL in computing will continue in an ad-hoc and random fashion. This situation is unlikely to change unless the key actors - students, teachers, and key stakeholders in society, perceive that PBL offers quantifiable benefits that other approaches do not. Experience of employers with graduates who have experience of PBL would be of particular interest.

If PBL is to succeed in the broad computing education spectrum, practitioners must adopt a more systematic approach towards its adoption and validation. Motivations, objectives, learning outcomes and graduate attributes must be clearly defined. An agreed approach to measuring and validating the effectiveness of PBL must be identified. Innovative and challenging problems must be conceived, and validated. Finally, practitioners must be prepared to share their experiences in appropriate fora.

Overtime, there continues to be an increasing incidence of institutions where entire curricula are delivered through PBL. This offers a significant opportunity for CS PBL practitioners to evaluate PBL in contexts where PBL is the norm.

APPENDIX

The corpus assembled for this analysis is listed here; papers are subdivided by level, and then listed alphabetically.
A. LEVEL 1 TOPICS


Richardson, I. and Delaney, Y. 2009. Problem based learning in the software engineering
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B. LEVEL 2


C. LEVEL 3


D. LEVEL 4


E. LEVEL 5


F. THE CURRICULUM AND SOCIETY PERSPECTIVE
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